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The Electron Spin Resonance Spectrum of the 
Radical-Anion of 11 3-Butadiene in Liquid Ammonia 

Donald H. Levy and Rollie J. Myers 

Inorganic Materials Research Division of the 
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory and Department 

of Chemistry, University of California 
Berkeley, California 94720 . 

Abstract 

The electron spin resonance spectrum of the radical-anion 9f 11 3-

butadiene has been observed by means of continuous electrolysis in 

liquid ammonia. The proton coupling constants were observed to be 

A(CH) = 2.791 ± 0.007 oe and A(CH2) = 7.6:q ± 0.005 oe. Th·ese values 

give a Q(av.) ·=· 20.82 ± 0.02 ~e~ The source of this low Q value is 

discussed together with theoretical sp:i.n densities. Simple·H"uckel 

theory predicts a spin.density ratio of 2.615 which'can ~e compared 
\ ·. 

with the observed coupling constant ratio of 2.729 ± 0.007. The 

predictions of Parr and Mulliken • s SCF theory· are much less satisfactory 

and give a low spin density ratio. Electrolysis in liquid ammonia 
.• 

appears to be an excelle:nt method for·. the ·generatj,on of radical-anions. 
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Introduction 

. The molecule 1, 3-butadiene ( CH2 = CH - CH = CH2) has been considered
1 

as a· model system for pi-electron molecular orbital calculations. Since 

· the·hyperfine spectra of hydrocarbon radicals can be so conveniently 

related to the pi-electron. spin density, 2 it would seem that the electron 

spin resonance spectrum of'the radical-anion of butadiene is particularly 

significant. A large number of radical-anions have been prepared by reducing 

the parent hydrocarbon with alkali metals. In the case of butadiene, it 

.does not appear that this technique could be successfully used since it is 

well known that butadiene is readily polymerized by contact with alkali 

metals. 

The electrolytic reduction technique developed by Geski and Maki3 

has many advantages. Since it is possible to do electrolysis directly 

in the cavity of an electron spin reson~nce spectrometer, a radical with 

a lifetime of a second or less can still be observed. For butadiene we 

decided to develop an electrolytic reduction technique in which the radical-

anions could be produced by homogeneous solution reactions rather than 

heterogeneous electrode reactions. 3 The well known 11 solvated electron" 

which can be found in liquid ammonia should represent an excellent. 

homogeneous reducing agent. In addition,· the high dielectric constant, 

~ow freezing point and exce~lent solve.nt properties should make liquid 

ammonia a very satisfactory solvent for electron spin resonance work. 

' 

::;:t ' . . 4 ' 
The application of simple Kuckel theory to 1,3-butadiene indicates 

·,.,; ,: ... 

.. :·~\ .· 

· that it should have about the same reduction potential as does naphthalen~. ,· : · · 
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Since the radical-anion of naphthalene 'can be very easily produced by 

sodium reduction one would think that the "solvated electrons" in 

liquid ammonia should be sufficient for the reduction of butadiene. 

This was found to be the case, but the half-life of the radical-anion 

under favorable circumstances was only a few seconds so that continuous · 

electrolytic reduction was necessary. 

Experimental 

In the electrolytic method it is necessary to have a supporting 

ele.ctrolyte so that satisfactory current flow can be produced. If 

a solution.of Nai in li~uid ammonia is electrolyzed between platinum 

electrodes, iodine is produced at the anode and "solvated electrons" 

are produced at the cathode. The nature of the "solvated electrons" 

is still under investigation5 but it is sufficient to say here that 

the potential of the cathode is largely independent of the cation if 

various alkali metal salts are used. 

A smaller amount of ion association with the radical-anions might 

be expected if bulky cations are present in the supporting electrolyte. 

Several workers have invest~g~ted the electrolysis of solutions of tetra-
6 . 

a~kylammonium salts and Forbes and Norton found that the cathode 

potential is independent of the alkyl groups. They postulated the 

production of "solvated electrons" at the cathode. Laitinen and Nyman7 

confirmed this conclusion from polarographic studies. Both Doyle 
8 I 

and Levy have investigated the electron spin resonance of electrolyzed 

solutions of tetramethylammonium iodide in ammonia, and these spectra 
I 

. :. 

are similar to that of sodium in liquid ammonia. It ihas been our 
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observation tpat the tetraaikylammonium iodides are better. supporting 

electrolytes for our purposes than is Nai. Since tetramethyla."lll!lonium · 

iodide is only sparingly soluble in liquid ammonia .(2 x 10-3M at -78°c)· 

a saturated solution of this salt is often utilized. 

The cell which we used for the liquid ammonia reductions is shown. 
I 

in Figure 1. The platinum wire cathode is sealed to the lower tube by 

a pressed quartz-to-platinum seal and it is made vacuum tight with a 

small amount of epoxy resin cement.9 The anode is contained in the 

inner tube and it consists of a platinum foil and wire welded to a 

tungsten wire. There is· a hole in the inner tube above the normal 

ammonia level to facilitate cleaning and to equalize the pressure inside 

of the cell. A fritted glass disk separates the anode and cathode reactions 

of the cell. The upper end of the lower tube is slightly raised to 

prevent solids from falling into the bottom of the lower tube. When 

filled to the proper level the. cell contains about 10 ml of liquid 

ammonia.-

The cell is placed in the unsilvered quartz dewar, also shown in 

Figure 1, and mounted in the microwave cavity. Cold N2 gas is passed 

through the dewar to maintain the cell between the freezing and boiling 

points of liquid ammonia. The electron spin resonance spectra were 
. 
taken with a conventional bridge x-band spectrom~ter utilizing 100 kcs. 

field modulation and both 611 and 12"· electromagnets. Eastman white 

label tetramethylammonium iodide was recrystallize~ from a ethanol

water mixture and dried over P2o
5

• Excess electrolYte was placed in 
. '\ 

' 10 the cell whic~ was the~ throughly evacuated and the ~onia and 
ll \ 

butadiene were distilled over. The contents of the cell were mixed. 

"\ 
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before electrolysis. Care had to be taken to prevent any solid 

ammonia from cracking the lower tube • 

The optimum electrolysis voltage varied with the concentration of. 

the butadiene in the ammonia. It was usually obs.erved that the signal":" 

to-noise ratio would improve ·with increasing electrolysis current, but 

at too high a current the line associated with the "solvated electron" 

would appear and then the _radical-anion spectrum often seemed weaker. 

If the butadiene was initially 5 x 10-3 ~~ then an optimum signal was 

obtained when about 25 v. was applied between the two electrodes. 

Experimental Results 

1m experimental electron spin resonance spectrum as obtained for 

butadiene radical-anion is shown in Figure 2. The spectrum ~s seen to 

consist of five groups of three lines each. If the two protons attached 

to the end carbon atoms are equivalent then only two proton coupling 

constants could be expected. Since the coupling constant A1(= A4) is 

greater than A2(~ A
3
) then one would expect five sets of triplets as 

is experimentally observed. 

The spectrum was measured several times over a range of microwave 

power and field modulations and the coupling constants in Table I were 

obtained. The difference in field between lines 1 and 2 were the'same , 
i' 

/ ~ 

as between lines 14 and 15 thus showing that second order ter.ms in the 

spin Hamiltonian could be neglected. The field difference between the 

points of maximum slope of the center line at -78°C is 0.3 oe: A 
' 

theoretical spectrum12 is shown in Figure 3 assuming the coupling 
,; 
' . 

constants in Table I and Lorentzian line shapes all ~f equal width • 

The agreement.between the observed and calculated spectrum is eXcellent. 

·- . 

··. 

·' 
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The line width of the spectrum was not found to vary with temperature 

within our experimental accuracy between -78 and -68°C. The lifetinle 

. of the radical-anion was determined by measuring the decay of the 

signal after the removal of the electrolysis current •. At -78°C the 

decay was found to follow first-order kinetics with a half-life of 

2 sec. Since the signal-to-noise ratio could depend greatly upon 

·the experimental conditions the half-life probably does depend upon 

the temperature and solute. We have no indication that the observed 

line width is due to electron exchange with neutral butadiene, but it 

is possible that solute concentration or other factors may be the 

primary source of line width. Magnetic field inhomogeniety was not a 

source of line width. 

Discussion 

The observed values of the proton coupling constants can be related 

to theoretical spin densities if the Q values2 are known~ Recent 

evidence13 indicates that the Q for every carbon position must be 

calculated taking into account a variation of Q with charge density. 

In our case since we know the proton coupling constant for every carbon 

atom an average Q value can be exactly determined. Thus by symmetry, 

we know that p1 + p2 = 0.5 and so. Q(av.) = 2(A1 + A2) = 20.82 oe. 

This value of Q is particularly small and it seems to confirm the 

equation of. Colpa and Bolton13 where Q in radical-anions should decrease-

with the charge density. If one also considers the ~alues of Q(C
8

H
8

-) = 
. ~ . - ~ . \ 
25.67 anP, Q(C6H6 ) = 22.50 there appears to be a)nearly linear 

decrease of Q with charge density. Colpa and Bolton•s equation is : . ~ 

'. 

A(Hi) = -Qp(Ci). = -(Qo + K£) p(Ci) . .f 
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where e is the excess charge density~ The three radical-anion Q values 

indicate that K shoUld be close to 40 and Qo -30.0 oe. while Colpa and 

Bolton obtained K = 17 and Qp = 31.2 oe. from other data. It is quite 

possible that changes in the hybridization of the C-H orbitals are 

partly responsible for these low values of Q. The trend with charge 

·density is moderately close to that expected from Colpa and Bolton's 

equation,. but a rather large K value must be assumed. 

Giacometti et a1. 16 have included te~s for nearest neighbors and 

obtained satisfactory agreement for the radical-ions considered by 

Colpa and Bolton and for c6H6-. In the later case agreement.was only 

.obtained if overlap was included in the usual Ruckel treatment. If we 

apply the equations recommended by Giacometti et al. to the Ruckel 

orbitals4 for butadiene radical-anion the predicted proton coupling 

constants are A1 = 9.8 oe. and A2 = 3.8 oe. These values are essentially 

. unchanged by the inclusion of overlap as recommended by Giacometti et al. 

These coupling constants are both about 2?% larger than the observed ones 

and it does not se:em that this treatment has any advantage over that 
. I 

of Colpa and Bolton even if overlap is included. 

I~ we neglect. the variation of Q with· charge density, a direct 

~omparison of the exPerimental value of Alf~ with theoretical values 

of ·pip2 can be made. In Table II such a comparison is given for a 

series of one-electron molecular orbital wave functions. It can be 

seen that simple Kuckel theory gives a most satisfactory agreement. 

The inclusion of d-orbitals by Sovers and ~auzinan17 is an 

'. 

interesting extension of Ruckel theory. The d-orbi~al value in Table II 

!,.,. 

' .:t 

is the sum of p~ and d- electron spin densities. Since the Q values 

,--·1 
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would not be ·.expected to be identical for these two kinds of orbitais1 . 

the.spin density ratio shown in Table II is of only qualitative 

significance. The two·scF values fall far short of the mark and·a · · 

considerable improvement must be mad~ iri this theory to approach 

Ruckel theory for spin density calculations. 

Some interesting valence bond structures can be drawn fQr our 

radical-anion as follows·: 

C.:..,_C-C=C I a 

C-C=C-C Ib 

-·· 
c-·c-c=c II. 

Structures Ia and Ib are those of a substituted allyl radical and 

simple valence bond argum.ents2 would predict that 'il.jP2 = 2~· . Since 

st.ructures of the type II do not place the odd electron at all on the 

··.· 

middle carbon atoms 1 the inclusion of these structures can only increase 

P1/p 2• Since simple resonance considerations would give a greater 

importance to the structures of type I,· one would predict that P1/P2 ~ 

2 and it should not be too far above the lower limit. The valence bond 

structures also predict that the negative charge should be even more 

concentrated on the end carbon atoms than is the spin. 

The simple Ruckel theory of Table II can also be modified for the 

fact that the radical-anion should have two~ values. 4 Since the bond 

between the middle carbon atoms should be the .longer one it should· ' . ~ 

"/ 

-.:....· 

J 

·· · also have the smaller res~nance integral ~. The result of this difference·· · L ·•· 

. ~: 

' 'i . ' 
wo~d be to increase the ca~culated value of P1/P2 over that given in 

Table II. . This modification could propably compensate for a correction 

' 

.... .. 

.· ... , . 
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based upon the. variation of Q with charge density where we expect 

that ~ < ~~ We shall not attempt any such coropensation1 for there · 

does not. seem to be any really -~atisfactory 'equation for the variation 

of Q with charge density in our molecule. At this time1 it does not 

seem proper to try to improve the agreement in Table II by introducing 

any adjustable parameter .. 

On the experimental side, we do not know the source of the observed 

line width. In all of its confirmations the CH2 hydrogens of butadiene. 
. 18 . 

fall into two non-equivalent sets. · It is possible for an unresolved 

splitting of the CH2 coupling constants to contribute a line width 

to some of the hyperfi~e components. Since we observe· all of the 

components in butadiene to have the same line width other effects must 

be dominant~ It seems likely that electron exchange either :with the 

so-lvent alone or through the solute is the major factor in the line 

width of this radical-anion in liquid ammo~ia. 

\ 

.• 
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·FIGURE CAP.riONS 

...... 
. ) 

Figure lo Cell· and.Dewar for Electrolysis in 
·I 

Liquid Ammonia. The dewar was con-

structed entirely of quartz and it 

holds the cell in the cavity of the 

spectrometer. 

Figure 2. The Spectrum of Butadiene Radical~ 

Anion in Liquid Ammonia at -78°C. 

This spectrum i~ the derivative of 

the absorption plotted against the 

magnetic field. 

Figure 3· The Theoretical Spectrum. The output 

of a digital x-y plotter with the 

·coupling_constants in Table I and 

equal width lines of Lorentzian 

shape. 
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